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About
The Department of Peace and Conflict Studies takes a dynamic and interdisciplinary approach to the study of peace and the practice of conflict management, resolution, and transformation. Undergraduates in this field of study will gain an understanding of peace science and peace scholarship while actively engaged in their communities proactively transforming conflict.

Online Options
Undergraduate
Students may complete a PCS major or minor completely online. The curriculum is identical in content and focus with the residential program; courses are usually offered simultaneously in residential and online formats. For more information, visit http://pacs.uncg.edu.

Graduate
Both the certificate program and the master’s program are available online; all web-based courses run parallel to residential courses on campus and the curriculum is identical. Online classes are conducted asynchronously via web connection. Lectures, discussions, assignments, supplementary materials, feedback, and assessments are accessed online. See the program website for more information.
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• Peace and Conflict Studies, Post-Baccalaureate Certificate (https://catalog.uncg.edu/health-human-sciences/peace-conflict-studies/peace-conflict-studies-pbc/)